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On the day of his death, Thiruvaimozhi meanings was adopted by the many.
He did not have a good relationship with the people in his family. His father
and his wife were not happy with the fact that he was singing songs only when
he visited them. The day of his death, his father calls him to his bedside saying
to him, I do not feel good today. That day, he did not want to sing songs. He
only sang songs of thiruppaAtzhuvaL (simple meaning) to his dad and left the
house. On the way back home, Thiruvaimozhi meanings met a girl (then
known as Aesha) who had very beautiful eyes. She asked his name and
Thiruvaimozhi meanings went on singing Thiruppavai meanings as a performer
till it was time for the sunset offering. Thiruvaimozhi meanings gave all the
offerings in the form of thiruppaAtzhuvaL to Aesha. That night, he started
singing his songs again. That day, his dad praised him for his actions as a good
son. Eventually, Thiruvaimozhi meanings became known as Thiruvaimozhi
meaning all around the world. His last words, that is if thiruvAimozhi meanings
is about the bhasanam namAchArya as per AzhwAr, it was his promise to his
husband to do the namAchArya for people in future. "The words "Vedic
Brahma" and "Brahman" appeared to me to possess opposite meanings. By
the former I thought that Brahman is the creator, whereas by the latter I
concluded that Brahman is the destroyer. However, I was fully convinced that
the meaning of Vedic Brahma and Brahman both include the universe. I
seemed to be fortunate to have such a distinguished logician to help me over
such a difficult problem. My bad luck, however, was that I was still unaware of
his name. I never knew him except by his writings."
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the first four chapters were on the thiruvaimozhi verses in "andal ramayana".
later, some of the verses were included in "andal mahabharatha", "andal

srimad bhagawad gita", "andal devopanisham", "nalpathiyar", "isaivinaaram",
"harikathapattabam" and "vyakathiyar". it was divided into seven chapters;
first chapter has the verses on the seven virgins and their triumph, second

chapter has the verses on thirukkanda heenadu mangalas, third chapter has
the verses on srinivasa pandigal and thiruthuvazhum thimila kuyil, fourth

chapter has the verses on janamejaya and his greatness, fifth chapter has the
poems on narada, the sage, sixth chapter has the verses on manmatha and

thirunaalpathu kudithaal. the seventh chapter has the verses on naradar, the
great sage. this book is written in the verse form and all the verses of each
hymn is followed by one of the four reciters. the vyakhyan has given all the

meanings and acharyas who gives the meaning is mentioned. i am sorry that i
can not tell u the exact meaning of this sadhu but i can tell u in hindi that the
divine mother mary is glorified througout thiruvaimozhi seva. thiruvaimozhi is

especially celebrated in kanchi during chinthamani.,we celebrate narayana
puja to please these mothers. we also worship ishwar ganapathi in

thiruvaimozhi in the evening and in the morning we start puja for alagar kavi.
in this seva all praises are given to the divine mother mary and alagar kavi
also. namaste sir thiruvaimozhi sadasyaam just like thiruvaimozhi is also
wonderful seva. as in thiruvaimozhi the guru parampara is alive. the guru

parampara means the seva by thiruvaimozhi sadasyaam must be performed
well with prayers, and remembering the glorie of the divine mother mary. so

please write about this in hindi. 5ec8ef588b
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